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Toward disease related target, it is important to classify the drug target(genes/proteins) based on 
its function, and the subtype has often different ligand recognition. 
Knowledge of SAR and related studies is used for recognition of ligand structures ; In many cases, 
we try to find common core and/or scaffold from the analysis and use the information.  
Bajorath et al., reported promiscuous chemotypes by analysis of polypharmacology between drugs 
and targets, using the chemical structures, scaffolds and molecular frameworks[3]. And also a 
series of compounds, which have common scaffold, is specific toward a target class in same case 
and they describe the benefit of activity cliffs for the understanding SAR[1,2].  
 
In the poster, Life Science Knowledge Bank(LSKB)[4] is well-organized database system storing 
the binary relationship each combination of the terms (Gene/Protein/Disease/Tissue/chemical) 
mined from Medline and extracted information from various Open Data Sources. And the 
well-organized compound structure database is also available in LSKB; the chemical contents is 
built as non-redundant (NR)chemical structures from PubChem[5], ChEMBL[6], ZINC[7] and 
ligand structures collection taken from PDB protein-ligand complexes (where the information 
extracted from PDB[8]). And it associates LSKB knowledge dataset. In LSKB version 4.2, 
compound databases stores 70M NR compounds and, molecular frameworks associated with each 
compounds.  
The latest release provides protein classification i.e., EC number, GPCR, Kinase. and registration 
function of interest gene set in private experimental data. We show you the benefit of combination, 
LSKB and workflow tool Pipeline Pilot[9] by several instances for understanding 
polypharmacology and SAR Matrix generation.  
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